Young Scientists & Professionals

The Young Scientists and Professionals of the Austrian Radiation Protection Association (ÖVS)

Franz Kabrt
Franz.kabrt@mailz.at
General Info

- Regular meetings since 2013
- Own article of association
- Young Scientists and Professionals
  - < 35 years and/or
  - < 5 membership at ÖVS
- Represented in executive board
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Franz Kabrt
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Activities

• Get to know each other
• Technical visits
• Symposium organisation
• Encouragement of young members

5th European IRPA Congress
Franz Kabrt
07.06.2018
Konrad Mück Award

- Yearly
- Since 2003
Zakovsky Award

- Every two years
- Since 1981
- Nomination for IRPA Young Scientist Award
Financial support for attendance of conferences